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Abstract. In recent years, the popularity of social media services (such as Facebook,
Twitter, and Plurk) has been on the rise. As users grow accustomed to posting their
personal opinions on certain issues on the Internet, collecting data on the public’s opin-
ion and attitude towards specific issues can provide the government, organizations, and
corporations with a solid basis of reference for their decision-making. Thus, sentiment
analysis (SA) of text messages has become a crucial research topic, while the value of
research results and related application have gained more emphasis and more emphasis.
This study proposes constructing an intelligent sentiment analysis classifier by integrating
CCLM (Combined CKIP Language Model) with näıve Bayes classifiers, with the aim of
establishing a high-accuracy sentiment classification based on Mandarin texts posted on
social media platform to provide more accurate predictions towards future public opinion
trends and behavior patterns. In our experiment, the used short text messages derived
from a famous microblogging service – Plurk – as our subject of study to explore sen-
timent analysis of Mandarin sentences; the näıve Bayes classifier combined with three
language models – BLM (bigram language model), CLM (CKIP language model, and
CCLM – to construct sentiment analyzers. Throughout different size of data sets in the
experiment, the sentiment classifier adopting CCLM achieved better accuracy.
Keywords: Näıve Bayes Classifier, Natural Language Processing, Sentiment Analysis,
Opinion Mining.
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1. Introduction. With the emergence of Web 2.0, popularity of handheld smart mobile
devices and social media services, a few famous examples being Wikipedia, Blog, Face-
book, have risen rapidly; among them, the most representative are microblogs, which
provide the social media service of allowing users to post their subjective thoughts or
opinions on specific issues online at any place, any time. The remarks in these posts
reflect the user’s truthful feelings; when they resonate with that of other people’s, they
receive comments of varying amount and mixed reviews, creating a new form of interper-
sonal interaction that has rendered these abundant text contents the subject of study for
many related issues.

Sentiment analysis [1, 2] [12], also known as opinion mining [3], applies processing tech-
nologies including natural language processing (NLP), machine learning, data mining,
and information retrieving; the processing operation goes through short messages to de-
termine the polarity [8] (positive, neutral, or negative) of an author’s view on a specific
issue. The public’s sentiments are closely related to the results of many issues or devel-
opments. Take elections as an example; the voters’ impression or opinions of a certain
candidate can indirectly reflect their voting behavior. When surveying public opinion
through sentiment analysis for the purposes of making market orientation or public affair
decisions, not only should we analyze the sentiment behind words, but we should also take
factors such as topic, author, and narratives into consideration in order to fully exploit
the benefits of sentiment analysis. In recent years, sentiment analysis researches have
been applied by business intelligence towards decision-making on enterprise products as
well as prediction of public affair elections or voting results. Eminent sentiment analysis
applications include predicting future stock price trends by looking at stock investors’
abundant discussion on stock message boards [5], analyzing the public’s movie reviews
through machine learning to decide whether or not to recommend a movie [4] [6] [21],
predicting a restaurant’s rating by looking at customers’ reviews on the restaurant’s food
ingredients and dining ambience [7], and, in the field of education, designing an intelli-
gent tutoring system based on observations of the learner’s emotional expression changes
during their learning process [24].

Plurk is highly representative of Mandarin social media services. This study employed
posts on Plurk as the subject of sentiment analysis. Each Plurk post has a time stamp
that can be traced, their length is limited to 140 characters, and bear the trait of being
subjective views of the author; hence, in terms of emotional expression, they reflect the
author’s genuine opinions. Meanwhile, given the length restriction, users must be concise
in expressing themselves, reducing the possible number of attributes to be retrieved. In
sum, the focus of this study lies on discussing how to utilize these sentence-level posts to
efficiently and accurately retrieve opinions and evaluate whether they can be applied in
predictive analysis.

Term segmentation is the first step in sentence analysis. An appropriate term segmen-
tation can form an ideal corpus and the quality of a corpus is key to determining the effect
of sentiment analysis classification. Sentiment analysis under the Mandarin and English
languages face different language structures and complex syntaxes. For instance, English
terms are segmented by spaces, an attribute that is not applicable towards term seg-
mentation in Mandarin because the terms are clustered together. Our general Mandarin
term segmentation analysis was completed under assistance of the Chinese Knowledge
Information Processing (CKIP) system, developed by Taiwan’s Academia Sinica. Upon
completing term segmentation analysis, we proceeded to establishing the language model.
When constructing a Mandarin language model, the choice is usually unigram or bigram,
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both of which are n-gram models [18]; many sentiment analysis studies also employ one
of these two models or a combination of both to improve the accuracy of Mandarin sen-
timent classification [22]. This study uses the bigram technique and combines, in order,
segmentation yielded by CKIP analysis of Mandarin sentences to propose a new language
model, CCLM (Combined CKIP Language Model). Furthermore, we combine the above
with näıve Bayes classifiers to design a brand new sentiment analyzer that accomplishes
the goal of enhancing positive/negative sentiment classification of Mandarin texts.

2. Related Works.

2.1. Sentiment Analysis. Generally speaking, sentiment analysis processing involves
two parts. The first part is extracting words in an article that express opinion. Based on
the length of target words, sentiment analysis can be divided into three levels: document
level, sentence level, and phrase level; different levels call for different analysis techniques.
For instance, Gamon [9] proposes two different processes for sentiment analysis at the
document level and at the sentence level, retrieving sentence-level articles for analysis of
positive/negative comments and then yielding conclusions from such results [10].

The second part involves analyzing attitudes, which can commonly be classified as pos-
itive, negative, or neutral. Emotional states can be further classified into anger, surprise,
sadness, disgust, fear, and joy [11]; based on text dependence, factors including time,
context, social community, and text replies are all taken into consideration for emotional
state determination so as to improve sentiment classification accuracy. We found that
the relationship between individuals in a social community can easily encourage shared
emotion or similar opinions and views with respect to a topic [13]. Given the above,
we added replies within a community and text sentiment attributes created on the same
timeline to increase the accuracy of text sentiment classification. Hence, applying social
networking analysis towards sentiment analysis can indeed yield satisfactory results [23].

2.2. Term Frequency. When constructing a language model and its corpus, we compile
statistics on each term’s occurrence frequency. Term frequency (TF) [14, 15] is used to
calculate a given term’s occurrence frequency across all texts. Generally speaking, a
term’s significance is directly proportional to the number of times it occurs. However,
some terms might occur frequently but bear little significance; such terms include function
words such as conjunctions, and pronouns (such as between, at, and of), and stop words
(such as a, as, and be). These terms are first to be ignored or filtered out when processing
terms in documents. Term frequency (TF) is calculated as shown in Formula (1):

tfi,j =
ni,j∑
k nk,j

(1)

Where ni,j is the number of occurrences of the considered term ti in document dj, and
the denominator is the sum of number of occurrences of all terms (t1,...,tk) in document
dj. Considering the frequency of which term ni occurs in classification c, Formula (1) can
be represented as the following in Formula (2):

P̂ (ni|c) =

∑
i∈c ni,j∑
k∈c nk,j

(2)

In the formula, P̂ (ni|c) stands for the occurrence frequency of term ni under classifica-
tion c;

∑
k∈c nk,j stands for the total number of terms (including repeated ones) under

classification c;
∑

i∈c ni,j stands for the number of occurrences of term ni in document dj.
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今天天氣還不錯

今 天 天 氣 還 不 錯

今天 天天 天氣 氣還 還不 不錯

今天天 天天氣 天氣還 氣還不 還不錯

The weather is nice today

The weather is nice today

The weather weather is is nice nice today

The weather is weather is nice is nice today

Unigram

Bigram

Trigram

Unigram

Bigram

Trigram

中文

英文

Figure 1. Illustration of n-gram model application on Mandarin and Eng-
lish texts.

2.3. N-gram. In sentiment classification processing, language models play quite an im-
portant role; among different models, n-gram models [16, 17] are the most widely used
for language and statistical processing. N -gram is a sequence of n items from a given
sequence of text. Prior to constructing a model, we first select the model basis from un-
igram, bigram, trigram. . . up until n-gram that corresponds to n=1, 2, 3,..., n. We then
take the training dataset, composed of collected texts, and run them through the n-gram
model to obtain all the term sequences in each text, and add them into the established
corpus. Different languages yield different effects under different n-gram models. As
shown in Figure 1, in Mandarin, a meaningful term is usually composed of two or more
characters; randomly segmenting two characters into a term might yield a meaningless
term. This is because it is harder to determine term segmentation in Mandarin texts; by
contrast, English terms are separated by spaces, so each term is able to retain its original
meaning even after recombination. Hence, applying n-gram to English term segmentation
analysis yields better results than to Mandarin.

Bayes classifiers is based on Bayes Theorem [19]; they rely on probabilistic and supervised-
learning approaches that employ sample training and constant learning to achieve effec-
tive classification. Bayes classifiers can be used in sentiment classification of opinions and
comments in documents; the supervised statistics method renders successful statistical
analysis that helps classification of positive/negative sentiments [20].

The relation between documents and document classification can be interpreted as:
when given conditions of document d, the probability of the document belonging to clas-
sification c can be calculate as follows, in Formula (3):

P (c|d) =
P (c ∩ d)

P (d)
=

P (d|c)P (c)

P (d)
(3)
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P (c|d) is the prior probability, which represents the distribution probability of classi-
fication c based on prior observations; c stands for classified items while P (c|d) stands
for the posteriori probability, representing the probability of being distributed to classifi-
cation c after document d’s attribute training. The Maximum-a-Posteriori probability is
expressed as follows, in Formula (4):

cmap = argmax
c∈C

P (d|c)P (c) (4)

Since all of document d’s classification similarity share the same denominator, we can
omit it and assume that document d’s attribute term distribution (t1,t2, .. . . , ti) are inde-
pendent of each other, as shown in the following Formula (5):

cmap = argmax
c∈C

P (t1, t2, ...., tn|c)P (c)

= argmax
c∈C

P (t1|c) ∗ P (t2|c) ∗ ... ∗ P (tn|c) ∗ P (c)

= argmax
c∈C

P (c)
∏n

t=1 P (tn|c)
(5)

Since we are assuming that attribute samples are independent of each other, we can
use the known probability model to estimate the classification category similar to that of
the unknown data’s; the more similar they are, the greater the similarity is. The greatest
advantage of employing Bayes classifiers is when new attribute samples are added in, it
only requires minimal adjustment of the probability distribution. Hence, the approach
bears several features of being simple in operation and high in efficiency when applied to
classification.

This study improves the accuracy of sentiment classification by integrating the new
CCLM language model and Bayes Theorem. The proposed approach first applies CKIP to
complete term segmentation of Mandarin short texts collected from social media platform;
we then take the bigram (an n-gram in which n=2) collected from such results and
construct a new sentiment analysis language model, CCLM. Following that, we use the
corpus from CCLM as näıve Bayes classifiers to establish a sentiment analyzer. The
research process of improving Mandarin sentiment classification can be divided into four
steps, as illustrated in Figure 2. In the first step, we collect Mandarin text data from Plurk
via web agents and proceed to preprocess the collected short text messages. Afterwards,
we utilize model training to finish constructing a Bayes sentiment classifier for Mandarin
texts. Lastly, we use the trained Bayes sentiment classifier to finish subsequent Mandarin
text sentiment classification.

2.4. DATA COLLECTION. Compared to Twitter and Facebook, two mainstream
social media services of which texts are mostly in English, posts on Plurk are mostly in
Mandarin. Therefore, we chose Plurk as the source of document collection for our study’s
training dataset. The retrieval process of the whole document is an automated collection
of target documents by web agents through Plurk Search. Prior to conducting training
on the sentiment dataset, we must first label the newly added document’s sentiment
classification polarity; however, given Plurk’s large amount of documents, to manually
label sentiment classification would be very time-consuming. On the other hand, if we
can make use of the documents’ emoticons (as shown in Figure 3) to assist in automatically
determining a document’s polarity, then we may save a lot of time. Among all the widely
used emoticons on Plurk, this study only employs the symbols that most frequently display
positive/negative emotions – ”:-D”, which represents positive emotion, and ”:-(”, which
represents negative emotion – in the collection process.
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Figure 2. Processing steps of the proposed method.

Figure 3. Examples of Emoticons.

2.5. Data Prepocessing. Although using emoticons for determination can help save
time in classification, occurrences of exceptions might lead to misjudgment, so we added
a layer of data preprocessing to weed out noise and avoid misjudgment. Overall, data
preprocessing can be divided into two steps. The first step is finding the sentence that
corresponds to the emoticon. A document might include more than one emoticon, and
each emoticon might correspond to a different sentence. Take a look at the following
example: ”:-( I’m so hungry; let’s all go to McDonald’s! :-D” The sentence ”I’m so
hungry” corresponds to the emotion of ”:-(” while ”let’s all go to McDonald’s” corresponds
to the emotion of ”:-)”. Thus, we must first figure out the each emoticon’s relative
position in its corresponding sentence, which can be one of the following four positions:
left, center, right, and all, as shown in Figure 4. Upon gathering the statistics, we have
observed that, in a sentence, emoticons mostly occur on the right (66%) and center (29%);
therefore, we first filter out any document that doesn’t belong to either of these two while
retaining cases in which the attributes is right or center. If a case has emoticons in the
center but includes multiple emoticons, then we segment the case based on each emoticon
and have it correspond to the sentence on its left. The second step concerns further
filtering of sentences that have already been given labels based on their emoticons. Since
collected sentences might still include different emoticons, a second-time filtering is needed
to remove non-selected emoticons and place them in the corpus.
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Sentence Sentence

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

Left All Right

Center

Figure 4. Examples of Corresponding Position of Emoticons in Sentences.

Sentence Level

Dataset

天氣真好

天氣晴朗

天氣真熱

天氣糟糕

CKIP

Corpus

天氣 天氣

天氣 天氣

真 真

好 熱

晴朗 糟糕

Phrase Level

Figure 5. Examples of Mandarin Term Segmentation of the Dataset
through CKIP.

2.6. Model Training. Model training procedure applies CKIP on sentences that have
undergone data preprocessing to accomplish Mandarin term segmentation. The output,
corresponding language models are obtained by taking the sentences that have completed
term segmentation, splitting them into phrases, and then constructing three language
models: BLM (bigram language model), CLM (CKIP language model), and CCLM. They
are labeled with the original sentence’s emotion, as shown in Figure 5.

After retrieving the sentence ”天氣真好,” we transmit it via CKIP’s APID method to
the CKIP server for term segmentation. After the sentence is split into the phrases ”天氣,”
”真,” and ”好,” the result is sent back to the local end; each phrase is then labeled with
the corresponding emotion of the original sentence and, finally, all the phrases are placed
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Corpus CLM

天氣 天氣

真 真

好 熱

天氣 天氣

天氣2/4 天氣2/4

晴朗 糟糕

真  1/2

好   1 好   0

真  1/2

熱   0 熱   1

晴朗 1 晴朗 0

糟糕 0 糟糕 1

Figure 6. Example of Constructing a CLM Language Model.

in the corpus. After storing all the phrases that have undergone term segmentation into
the corpus, the corpus is then used to establish the CLM model and compile the frequency
at which corpus phrases and emotions occur, as shown in

Figure 6. Take the four times ”天氣” occurred in the corpus as an example to illustrate
the processing procedure: of the four times the phrase occurred, two were labeled positive
and two were labeled negative. In the compilation process, the order is to compile phrases
first and then emotions. Compilation results show that for the phrase ”天氣,” positive
emotions account for 1/2 of the frequency; negative emotions also account for 1/2 of the
frequency; after calculating the frequency of these emotion phrases, results are recorded
in CLM.

We can see that after CLM splits the sentences into phrases, some meanings change
from the original. For instance, it the input sentence is ”我不喜歡讀書,” then CKIP
term segmentation yields ”我,” ”不,” ”喜歡,” and ”讀書,” which changes the meaning of
不喜歡. To resolve such issues, this study proposes the CCLM model, which combines
CKIP term segmentation with bigrams. CCLM is established by first retrieving each
phrase from the corpus, and then coupling the phrases through the form of bigrams, as
illustrated in Figure 7.
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Corpus CCLM

天氣 天氣

天氣 天氣

真 真

好 熱

真好 真熱

天氣晴朗 天氣糟糕

天氣真 天氣真

晴朗 糟糕

天氣    2/4 天氣    2/4

真        1/2 真        1/2

天氣真 1/2 天氣真 1/2

好           1 好           0

真好       1 真好       0

熱          1熱          0

真熱         1真熱         0

晴朗    0晴朗    1

天氣晴朗0天氣晴朗1

糟糕    0 糟糕    1

天氣糟糕1天氣糟糕0

Figure 7. Example of Coupling Phrases through Combination of CKIP
Term Segmentation and Bigrams.

2.7. Sentiment Classification. This study applies a combination of näıve Bayes clas-
sifiers with CCLM to conduct sentiment classification, thus improving the calculation
method of Bayes attributes. As illustrated in Formula (6):

CNB = argmax
CS

P (CS) ∗
∏

t∈X
P (X|CS) (6)

Suppose there is a document d; to retrieve phrase attributes, we use CKIP for term
segmentation, and the resulting phrase attributes are represented as set Y . Phrases
in set Y are then combined in a bigram form, and the resulting phrase attributes are
represented as set X. With CS standing for positive/negative sentiment classification,
P (X|CS) calculates phrase attributes, as illustrated in Formula (7). The purpose of 1

|V | is

to provide Laplace smoothing in order to prevent instances in which, when a certain phrase
does not occur in the language model, given conditional independence, the denominator
risks being 0. |V | is the total number of phrases; count(c) is the number of phrases under
classification C; count(X,C) is the number of times X occurs under classification C.

P (X,C) =
count (X,C) + 1

count (C) + |V |
(7)

Where P (X|CS) represents the probability of phrase x occurring under sentiment clas-
sification condition of CS. When phrase x displays occurrence of 0 times in CCLM corpus,
it means that there exists no such phrase, and we; by contrast, when phrase X occurs more
than 0 times, we remove all phrases containing y, eventually using X ∪ Y to reconstruct
the final corpus, set T .
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今天的考試不順利

今天 的 考試 不 順利
(Y):

Data Input

CKIP Process
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

Bigram Combine (X): 今天的 的考試 考試不 不順利

x1 x2 x3 x4

Search in CCLM CNT(x1)>0, CNT(x2)=0, CNT(x3)=0,CNT(x4)>0

(X),(Y) Recombined

今天的 的考試 考試不 不順利

If count(xi) >0 then use (xi), else remove

今天的 考試 不順利

今天 的 考試 不 順利

If (yi) not used in xi then keep, else remove

Figure 8. Preprocessing Example of CCLM Document Classification
Phrase Attributes.

Take Figure 8 as an example. We have a document, ”今天的考試不順利”, that awaits
sentiment classification. We first run it through CKIP for term segmentation to split it
into phrases, which are then combined using bigrams. The following step is to determine
whether such combinations have occurred in CCLM; if not, then the combination is re-
placed by the original, individual phrases. Finally, we input the newly combined attribute
phrases to calculate CNB, and classify document d with the classification that yielded the
highest CNB.

3. Results. Considering the processing time of language models BLM, CLM, and CCLM,
the experiment implementation’s hardware environment constitutes the following: the
processor was Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E31220 @ 3.10GHz 3.10GHz, the memory size was
8GB, and the hard drive size was 500GB. Meanwhile, for the software environment, we
established our web server through Apache and our database using MySQL while opting
for the programming language PHP to realize all the experiment steps.

As for the document source of our study’s training dataset, it was obtained by using the
two emoticons ”:-D” and ”:-(”, respectively representing positive and negative emotions,
as keywords through Plurk Search via web agents. We obtained a total of 65,368 Plurk
documents that were published between 2008, when Plurk became open to public use,
and May 2014. Positive documents account for 32,855 pieces while negative documents
account for 32,513. We collected an extra 1,000 test documents that were manually labeled
for classification determination in order to test the classifier’s accuracy.

Given that the document containing collected corresponding emoticons might contain
other mixed emoticons, a second-time filtering is necessary. After removing documents
with non-selected emoticons, the number of documents drops from 65,368 to 52,694 sen-
tences, and the data is stored in the training dataset. We took the 52,694 sentences in
the training dataset and split them up, applying a test unit of increasing 10,000 sentences
each time to observe, when given different number of training sentences, the statistical
results of each language model’s phrase count, execution efficiency, and accuracy. We
can see from Figure 9 the phrase count of language models BLM, CLM, and CCLM; all
models present a linear growth for different training data amount, with CCLM showing
the greatest growth margin, BLM taking second place, and CLM having the least growth.
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Figure 9. Phrase Count Comparison of CLM and CCLM.

Figure 10. Comparison of Execution Time Between CLM and CCLM.

When 50,000 training sentences are given, the difference between CLM and CCLM comes
to 340,000 phrases.

When it comes to overall execution efficiency, CCLM takes the longest to process; BLM
and CLM come in second and third respectively. From our observation, the execution time
length is proportional to statistical results of phrase count. It can be inferred that when
there are more phrases, the overall execution efficiency is affected; moreover, if the number
of training sentences continues to increase, the execution time might present exponential
growth. By contrast, CLM has the lowest number of phrases, and therefore is fastest in
operation time; its comparison against the other two models in terms of execution time
length growth is also less significant. The growth of BLM’s phrase count, as is of its
execution time, falls between CCLM and CLM, as illustrated in Figure 10.

From our observation of accuracy in BLM, CLM, and CCLM models, when the training
dataset bears fewer sentences, employing BLM yields satisfactory accuracy. However, as
the number of training sentences increases, accuracy across all models decreases. From our
observation, a possible explanation is that there might exist significant amount of noise
data that affects accuracy. Nevertheless, as data increases to 20,000 sentences, CCLM
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Figure 11. Comparison Results of Accuracy of BLM, CLM, and CCLM.

displays better accuracy than both CLM and BLM; at one point, CLM’s accuracy fell
behind, and only rose to 80% after reaching 50,000 sentences, which is also when CLM
and CCLM reached their peak accuracy. As seen in Figure 11, we can thus conclude the
following: we should select the suitable language model when given distinct conditions;
for instance, CLM works well in cases that require fast processing but are lenient towards
accuracy, BLM offers decent balance between processing time and accuracy without sac-
rificing either, and CCLM emphasizes high accuracy at the price of longer processing
time.

4. Conclusion. Sentiment analysis has been prominent in English for many years now;
related analytic products have also been popular. This study proposes a method to
improve sentiment classification of Mandarin short text messages on Chinese social media
services. All Mandarin short text messages were collected from Plurk as the source of
training dataset, and conduct training to have a combination of CCLM language model
and Bayes classifiers that improves accuracy in sentiment classification. Through the
above, the research established a positive/negative sentiment classification system for
Mandarin short texts; this system shall allow subsequent sentiment analyses to progress
forward.

In order to prove that CCLM does indeed increase sentiment classification accuracy
through the experiment, the basis models BLM, CLM, and CCLM, which were then com-
bined with näıve Bayes classifiers to produce a sentiment classifier. Finally, we examined
experiment results to observe and test from three aspects – phrase count, execution effi-
ciency, and accuracy – how datasets were making use of sentiment classification systems.
Experiment results prove that CCLM does indeed present high sentiment classification ac-
curacy than BLM and CLM; however, because CCLM yields more phrases in the process,
it also requires more storage space and computation time.
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